The un nished work at arrival instants (FCFS waiting time) can be computed via the LCFS preemptive resume discipline. Analyzing the GI/GI/1 queue in this way gives full interpretation in queueing theoretic language to Feller's analysis of the uctuations of the random walk. Also, this approach leads naturally to stochastic decompositions for the queue with set-up times, and for other variations of the standard queue. For the M/G/1 queue, the derivations are qualitative, and there are additional connections to branching processes.
INTRODUCTION
There are a variety of approaches to the solution of the GI/GI/1 queue. The most elegant method seems to bethat reported in chapter XII of Feller's book,and which is based on a connection with the uctuation theory of the random walk. Let X(n) = U(n;1);T(n), where U(n) is the service time of the n-th task, n = 0 1 , and T(n) the interval between the (n ; 1)-th and n-th arrival instants. It is well known that the i.i.d. idle periods correspond to the heights of the descending ladders of the associated random walk 0 X (1) X (1)+X (2) , and that the un nished work at the n-th arrival epoch equals the maximum (nonegative) height, of the reversed random walk 0 X (n) X (n) + X(n;1) X (n) + X(n;1)+ +X (1) . For a queue with EfU ; Tg < 0, both random walks drift to ;1 as n ! 1 , and the un nished work has a stationary distribution. Feller represents the maximum height by the sum of the i.i.d. ascending ladder heights their numberis geometrically distributed, with probability of success equal to the stationary probability for an arrival to nd the server busy. . The key to interpretation is to move away from rst come rst served discipline. The un nished work is invariant for a large class of service disciplines, and in particular for the last come rst served preemptive resume discipline, or LCFS-PR. For this discipline, each arriving task takes immediately the place of the task in service (if any) when a task departs, the task selected to resume service is the one which arrived most recently. We s h o w in this paper that an analysis based on the LCFS-PR discipline provides full interpretation to Feller The paper. In Section 1. we show that: (i) the height of the rst ascending ladder of the random walk reversed at the n-th step (given there is a ladder) is the same as the remaining service time of the task in service (if any) when interrupted by t h e n-th arriving task (ii) the index of the rst ascending ladder is the same as the rank of the tagged task in the (sub)busy period initiated by the task found in service (other tasks put aside), where the rank of a task in a busy period is the numberof tasks in that busy periodwhich arrived prior to the tagged task. The rank variable is important in tandem queues, Kaplan 1980 ], Shalmon and Kaplan 1984] , . From this equivalence, the condition for stability, t h e geometric distribution for stationary numberof tasks in the system, and the fact that the stationary remaining times are i.i.d., follow immediately. We also translate in queueing language Feller's basic duality lemma, and review his approach to the computation of the stationary distributions.
In section 2. we present a sample path decomposition within a busy period, based on the regenerative properties of the GI/GI/1 queue with LCFS-PR discipline the sample path equations link the remaining service time (ascending ladder height), the duration of the idle period (descending ladder height), the rank (ascending ladder nds the server idle and that the discipline is LCFS preemptive resume. Let P 0 denote a tagged task and assume that its index of arrival is n. We denote by Z(n) the number of tasks it nds in system, by W(n) the un nished work it sees on arrival, and by R(n) its rank (the numberof tasks which belongto the same busy period as the tagged task and which arrived before it). Let P 1 P 2 be the tasks found in system by P 0 (if any), where P 1 denotes the task found in service by P 0 , P 2 the task found in service by P 1 and so on. We denote byŵ k (n) the remaining service of P k when interrupted by P k;1 , and byr k (n) the rank of P k;1 in the (sub)busy period initiated by P k . With these de nitions
Let (n) denote the probability o f t h e e v ent fZ(n) > 0g. The event fZ(n) > 0g and, conditional on its realisation, the values ofŵ 1 (n) r 1 (n) are a function of the sequence of the interarrival and service times associated with the indices n ; 1 n ; 2 : : : 0. Assume Z(n) k andr 1 (n) + :::+ r k (n) = l. The values ofŵ 1 (n) r 1 (n) ::: ŵ k (n) r k (n)
are functions of the interarrival and service times associated with the indices n ;
that is, are the index and height of its rst ascending ladder point. The X(k) are i.i.d. and thus exchangeable, and fŜ (n) l g l = 0 1 n is a section of a random walk.
Thus:
( 1.ii) The events fthe n-th task nds a task in systemg, fŜ (n) l has an ascending ladder point in 0 ::: ng are identical and have probability (n).
(1.iii) Given the event described i n (ii), the remaining service time of the task found in service by the n-th task and the rst ascending ladder height ofŜ (n) l are identical, and their distribution is represented byŵ 1 (n).
(1.iv) Given the event described in (ii) the rank of the n-th task in the (sub)busy period initiated by the task found in service and the rst ascending ladder index of S (n) l are identical, and their distribution is represented byr 1 (n). Iterating the procedure once, (r 1 (n) + r 2 (n) ŵ 1 (n) + w 2 (n)) are the index and height of the second ascending ladder. Further iterating:
It follows easily that (n) is nondecreasing in n, and that the random variableŝ w 1 (n) r 1 (n) are stochastically nondecreasing in n and hence have limits in distribution. Assume now that the tra c intensity < 1 , EfU ; Tg < 0, and n ! 1 . By the strong law of large numbers,the sum of n i.i.d. random variables with negative expectation drifts to ;1 w.p.1 as n ! 1 , hence it is negative for all indices greater than some nite index. It follows that Z(n) is nite w.p.1 as n ! 1. The circle is now closed. We proved: 
where 0 is the numberof tasks served in the rst busy period, and 0 is the length of the rst idle period. Equations (1.1),(1.2) correspond to the rst negative passage of the random walk fS n g, and the variables 0 , (; 0 ) are the index, and height of its rst descending ladder point. fS n g is regenerative with regeneration intervals 0 1 , the numberof tasks served in successive busy periods. Equation (1.3) is a particular case of the limit theorem for regenerative processes and Feller obtains it directly from the i.i.d. decomposition of W and from a duality relation between the ascending and descending random variables. The duality relation states that the event f0 S 1 S 2 S n are all nonnegative, and S n > x g is identical with the event fŜ (n) n is the maximum of the sequence 0 Ŝ (n)
n > xg.
Translated in queueing language, the rst event states that fthe n-th task belongs to the initial busy period, and the un nished work it sees on arrival is greater than xg whereas the second event states that fthe discipline being LCFS-PR, the n-th task nds the initial task in system, and the sum of the remaining service times of the tasks it nds in system is greater than xg. (1.3) follows by summing on n. Thus, the limit theorem for regenerative processes reduces in our case to the strong law of large numbersthat we used in proving (v In this section we present a sample path decomposition (within a busy-idle cycle)
which links the LCFS-PR variables. We assume stability (for < 1), and the validity of the ergodic theorem for regenerative processes (which were proved in section 1).
It with probability (1 ; ) (W R ) + ( w r) otherwise (2:5) where the two summands on the right h a n d side are independent. By iterating (2.5), or equivalently, by iterating the decomposition of the (sub)busy periods, we obtain that (W R ) P Z k=1 ( w k r k ). We have rederived (1.v). The computation of the stationary distributions in the general case is postponed to section 3.
Remark (1) . The decomposition applies whenever is nite w.p.1, thus it applies also if E X= 0 ) = 1. In this case, the mean numberof tasks nding k tasks in the system within a busy period is equal to unity for all k.
Stochastic decompositions for the GI/GI/1 queue with set-up times.
Similar decomposition can bederived for this (and other) variations of the GI/G/1 queue. The set-up time model is de ned as follows. Whenever an arrival nds the server idle, it receives service only after a set-up time the set-up time is zero for arrivals which nd the server busy. The sequence of set-up times Y 1 Y 2 is assumed to berenewal and independent of the GI/GI process. The queueing process regenerates with each task nding the server idle. The set-up times represent the service times of set-up tasks one set-up task is executed when an idle server is "awakened"
by the arrival of a standard task. In this model the standard tasks do not preempt the set-up tasks, and we refer to it as a nonpreemptive (NPR) model. Let W S=N P R represent the stationary FCFS waiting time of the standard tasks. Modify the model as follows: one set-up task is set ready for execution whenever an idle server is awakened by a standard task, but starts service only when the standard busy period ends each subsequent standard task preempts the set-up task, which resumes service when the standard un nished work drops to zero. We refer to this model as a preemptive resume (PR) model. The (total) un nished work, and the instants when an idle server is awakened are the same in both models. In the PR model, the set-up tasks do not interfere with the standard tasks the distribution of the FCFS standard waiting time, to be represented by W S=PR , is that of the standard GI/GI/1 queue (without set-up time). We w ant to show, by the same type of argument used to derive (2.5) , that there is a simple explicit relationship between W S=N P R and W S=PR . The waiting time of the standard tasks increase when passing from PR to NPR. In PR the set-up tasks are serviced during the standard idle periods. It follows that the extent of the increase is the same for all the standard tasks within the same PR busy period, is equal to the remaining service time of the set-up task preempted task, and is independent of it. ; = Y ;
The situation is almost identical to the standard GI/GI/1 queue, with Y playing the role of U ; T, given that U ; T > 0. Of course, the major di erence is that in the model with set-up times the distribution of the PR idle period is assumed known, whereas in the standard queue it is to be found from the distribution of U ; T.
The distributions of and are computed in section 3. where the similarity to the standard GI/GI/1 queue is highlighted. Note that in deriving the decomposition, we only used the fact that the busy-idle cycles of the standard queue are i.i.d., and did not use the stronger assumption that the queue is GI/GI/1 thus the decomposition is valid for more elaborate models, and can be applied hierarchically. For instance, if in addition the server takes a vacation whenever he becomes idle, then by the same argument it can be seen that the FCFS waiting time of the standard tasks further increases by an independent amount, distributed as the (stationary) residual lifetime of the point process formed by the concatenation of the vacation times, Doshi 1985] .
Note also that the decomposition can be proved by examining the reversed queueing process, as in section 1. For the M/M/1 queue, the branching process has constant death rate as well, and is geometrically distributed with probability of success =( + ).
Remark (2) . The Note that in (3.5) and (3.6) appears the correlation between the measures F (:) and F (:) with relative displacements opposite in sign, thus the computation can be done e ciently in the transform domain.
3.2 The standard GI/GI/1 queue. We use the same set-up as in section 2.1. We set the time origin at the arrival instant of the task following Q 0 . From (2.1),(2.2),
we have: (3. ii) The distribution of is such that at a (random) epoch distributed as (U-T), the forward reccurence time of a renewal sequence with interval distributed as is distributed as .ŵ 0: is the backwards recurrence time at (U-T).
The distributions ofŵ are obtained as in the set-up model, the only additional complication being that we have to take into account the possibility of X U ; T being negative. The distributions ofr can be obtained from the pair (2.3), (2.4) once the distribution of (which follows from the distribution of ) is known. We For 0, the right hand sides of (3.8) and (3.9) 
